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'Home Improvement' blues ...

Mike Spence/The Observer

More than 200 Central students protest a Board of Trustee decision to allocate $240,000 for the remodeling of the University's reception center and
the president's residence. Students gathered In the SUB Pit and marched to the Tenth Avenue residence of President Nelson late Tuesday night.

Students march against Trustee's decision
by Katy Anderson
and Greg Aldaya
More than 200 students marched
to President Ivory V. Nelson's
home Tuesday night to protest plans
to spend $240,000 to remodel and
upgrade the presidential residence
and reception center.
The proposal, approved by the
Board of Trustees at a meeting at
Edmonds Community College on
May 14, comes at the same time
students are facing tuition hikes
and the rest of the university is
being asked to trim budgets. Faculty layoffs are a possibility,
meaning fewer course offerings and
larger classes.
The march began atthe Samuelson
Union Building after a rally organized by Central students Aaron
Reardon and Kip Anderson,
both political science majors.
Nelson was present at the protest
in the SUB but did not comment.
Scott Westlund, student Board
of Directors representative for i:x>litical affairs, said he felt Nelson
should have spoken to the students.
"Nelson has sidestepped issues
all year long," Westlund said "If
it's going to get stopped (the remodeling), the students are going
to have to stop it."
Gov. Mike Lowry said he is con-

cemed that the money is being used jor. "We have to decide what's lence," she said. ."We're merely four regional universities. The rein this fashion during these tight important."
concerned that dignitaries and do- maining 11 percent, $26,400, is
budget times. Communication diMike Parkinson, 19, a public re- nors to the university are welcomed from student fees.
rector Jordan Day said late lations major, said, "I think it's in reasonable comfort. And we want
"The money will coqie from
Wednesday the Governor was terrible with all the budget crisis - it to be the kind of quality that will · Central's 063 fund which is eardrafting a letter to be sent to they could use it to do a lot more for last."
marked for minor capital projects,
Central's Board of Trustees.
the students."
Nelson said the proposal for the not from operating funds," Jones
BOD President Kristin Wetzel did
"We haven't heard anything, and renovations was made before he said.
not attend the protest, and said she the money's already been allo- took over as president more than a
He said the 063 fund includes
didn · t agree with the way the pro- cated," said Jimmy Richardson,21, year ago. He said he supports do- more than $16.3 million for capital
test was handled
a flight technology major.
ing whatever it takes to fix it (the projects for the 1993-'95 biennium
"I represent 6,000 plus students,
"I think it's (the approval of the house and reception center).
and the funds are about 18 percent
and to be fair to them I need to renovations) poorly orchestrated,
Rich Corona, Central's business of the total capital budget of $88.9
know the whole story before pre- and I realize it's not his (Nelson's) manager, said the prop0sal was million for the biennium, including
senting it to them," Wetzel said
decision," said Gretchen Ehrlich, originally drafted by himself, John appropriations.
Shawn Christie, BOD vice presi- 22, an English major.
- Holman, director of Central's
Jones said other projects proposed
dent of organizational affairs, said
Money for renovation of the liv- physical plant, Courtney Jones, for the 063 capital fund include
three previous presidents have lived ing quarters and reception center, vice-president for business and fi- installation of modular buildings at
in the house before Nelson with no located at 211 E. 10th Ave. in El- nancial affairs, and Nelson.
Bowers Field north of Ellensburg
air conditioning.
lensburg, comes from the
Jones said $25 from each full- ~o support Central's flight tech"There's no air conditioning in university's capital budget. Eleven time undergraduate student's tu- nology program, computer infrathe dorms and I have no air condi- percent of that is from student tu- ition goes into the capital budget structure upgrading for Central's
tioning in my apartment, either," ition payments.
every quarter.
Information Resources, a WashChristie said "We bought fans and
The president lives in the 2,843Currently, 7 ,044 students are en- ing ton Higher Education Telethat was a lot cheaper than $90,000." square-foot residence side of the rolled at Central' s main campus communications System connecMelvin Jones, president of the building rent-free as part of his and the extended branch campuses. tion to distant learning classrooms
Black Student Union, said Nelson contract. The 2,408-square-foot During the past year, $528,300 of in Wenatchee, life/safety projects,
should not be the target of student reception center is used for official student money has gone into the roof replacements, campus electriobjections.
functions of the university.
capital budget. The capital budget cal projects and an emergent capi"Our major concern is that the
Susan Gould, chairwoman of is for a two-year period, meaning tal fund. Money for the renovation
administration is attacked for their Central' s Board of Trustees, said about $1,056,600 in student money project comes out of the emergent
use of funds."
the reception center is the site of will go into it during the biennium. capital fund.
Several students voiced other considerable university entertainThe capital fund account is fed by
Corona said projects that have
concerns at the protest.
ing and "should be of sufficient two main sources.
been funded from the 063 fund in
"I think it's a matter of getting our quality to reflect the stature of CenEighty-nine percent comes from the past include: modifications to
priorities straight," said Danielle tral Washington University."
the Normal School Trust Fund desNoviks, 19, a political science ma"We're not talking about opu- ignated by the Legislature for the
See DECISION/Page 6
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outine patrol results in strewn clothing
May 21 9:18 a.m.
A student was·bitten by a stray
dog outside of Randall Hall as
she was trying to enter through
the east doors. The dog bit her on
the outside of her right thigh. The
do'g"was taken to the animal shelter for observation.
May 21 7:04 p.m.
A vehicle was pulled over for
speeding on Chestnut Street. The
suspect wa5 said to be going 32
mph in a 15 mph zone.
May 22 3:20 a.m.
A police officer responded to a
noise complaint in Meisner Hall.
Upon arrival, music was heard
coming from the room. After
se.veral attempts to contact an occupant, the officerfinallyentered
the room. It was found to be
unoccupied. The officer turned

CAMPUS COPS
by Mark R. Temple

off a stereo and resecured the door.
May 22 8:10 a.m.
Py. police unit responded to a fire
alann in Michaelsen Hall. It was
discovered to be a trouble alarm
originating from a scheduled power
outage. The alarm was reset.
May 22 11:11 p.m.
A heat radiator in the third floor
restroom of Alford-Montgomery
was pulled out of the wall. As a
result, the pipe leading to the radiator from the wall was broken. Damage is estimated at approximately
$100.

May 23 12:14 a.m.

.

people yelling from the stairwell landing outside of the
apartment in the C-wing. Most
of the subjects entered the room
as the officer approached. As he
reached the door, loud ni usic
could be heard from within the
apartment. Contact was made
with the residents and they were
informed of the city noise ordinance. They were issued a written warning for the infraction.

A suspect was pulled over in the N19 parking lot under suspicion of
driving under the influence. The
officer reported the driver neglected to stop at at least two stop
signs. As a result of the infracMay 23 4: 12 a.m.
tions, the suspect was arrested and - While on routine patrol in the Hbooked into Kittitas County jail
15 parking lot, an officer obfor Driving Under the Influence
served the rear door to a station
and received a notice of infraction
wagon standing open and nufor not stopping at the signs.
merous items of clothing strewn
on the ground nearby.
May 23 3:22 a.m.
The owner of the vehicle was
A noise complaint was reported
contacted and officers were adfrom Student Village Apartments.
vised that there seemed to be
Upon arrival, the officer could hear
nothing missing.

Trustees accept retirement of five professors
by Greg Aldaya
Staff reporter
The Board of Trustees accepted
the retirement of five Central professors in a meeting May 14.
The board also considered and
voted on several personnel matters,
ranging from awarding of professor emeritus status to faculty promotions and professional leaves.
The BOT discussed these matters
at the meeting at Edmonds Community College in Lynnwood.
Donald Cummings, dean of the
College of Letters, Arts and Sciences, announced the retirements.
The board accepted the following
retirements: Donald King, English;

Russell Hansen, sociology and law
and justice; Edward Klucking,
biological sciences and geology;
Robert Goedecke, philosophy; and
James Brooks, geography.
The BOT awarded them emeritus
status, which means they retain the
title of professor after retirement.
Cummings said King has been
dedicated to the English program
from start to finish.
·
"Over the years, . .· . Don has
insisted on high standards for his
students and himself," Cummings
said.
Hansen was praised by Cummings
for making the law and justice program more accessible to students in
the major.

"As chair he worked hard and
effectively to improve the advising program for law and justice
majors. He was also a key player
in the extensive curriculum revision
proposed for that program,"
Cummings said.
Klucking was recognized for his
accomplishments in geological research and for being selected Distinguished University Professor for
Research.
"His colleagues and students
know him as a warm and friendly
man of good humor and strong
opinions, a good colleague and a
good teacher," Cummings said.
Goedecke has a wide variety of
interests and publications he intro-

John Cain

Candidate
·wants to
•
improve_
fundraising
by Staci West
Editorial assistant

Fundraising can have a profound
effect on a university if it is done
right, said John Cain, the second
candidate for vice president of
University Relations to visit campus.
Cain; currently an independent
consultant, previously worked at
the California State University at
Hayward and the University of
New Orleans.
··r am first and foremost a good
fundraiser," Cain said. "I am also
a good manager."
During meetings with faculty,
staff, administrators and students
at two university forums, Cain said
he would make at least one
fundraising call each day.

duced to the classroom, Cummings
said.
"I try to interest freshmen in the .
vivid realities of the beginnings of
philosophic reflection on action and
life,"Goedecke said about his teaching style.
Brooks is respected for his work on
the administrative side as well as the
faculty side, Cummings said.
"After leaving the president's office, he made a wonderfully smooth
and successful transition to life in
the classroom. His colleagues and
students all respect him as an unusually dedicated, energetic, and effective teacher," Cummings said.
The next scheduled board meetSee IMPROVE/Page 3
ing will be June 4 in Ellensburg.
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THE WILLIAM 0. DOUGLAS
HONORS COLLEGE

and

LECTURES
in the
HUMANITIES

CENTRAL WASHINGTON
UNIVERSITY
present

PHILIP BEREANO
Professor of Technical
Communication
University of Washington

"TECHNOLOGY AND
HUMAN FREEDOM"

Thursday, May 27, 1993
4:00 p.m.
Black Hall 101
CWU Campus

Open to the Public
No Charge for Admission

The consequences of producing
and using technologies have a
much more profound effect on
society in the 20th century than
they have had in the past. Although
we are able to consume increasingly fabulous ''technogoodies,"
people feel more alienated, less in
control of their lives. Professor
Bereano will explore influences of
new technologies on the concept of
human freedom and our perceptions of the choices we make.
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Center offers diversity education Candidate forum today
Northridge said, "This is only the
by Lindsay A. Rude
tip of the iceberg. You 're going to
Staff reporter
be seeing this on campuses across
the state."
A new diversity center will proWestern Washington University
-· vide Central students with a meet- recently. opened an ethnic student
ing area and offer infonnation o·n center. Its center consists of five
various populations, said Leslie studentorganizations,includingthe
Webb, the associate students of Black Student Network, Asian and
Central'srepresentative to Student Pacific-Islander Student Union,
Facilities.
Native American Student Union,
Webb, the center's coordinator, Latino Student Coalition/MEChA
said the center should open some- and the International Students'
time next year.
Club.
"It includes every aspect of diChristopher Sanchez, a member
versity. from disabilities, sexual of the Native American Student
orientation, race, ethnic back- Union at Western. said, "It progrounds, male,, female," she said. vides leadership skills, support and
"Basically, the point of it is to program experien~e fo_r students of
educate students about various di- color."
~ verse groups around campus."
But Webb said the focus of
,,_._l&the wake of controversy sur- Central's center will be to welt~e Rodney King trial, come everyone.
diver · . d ethnic centers at colIi will emphasize that many more
leges anc(ooi~ersities have gainefl groups are considered diverse than
national attention. - .
~:. just people of color.
At the University <,Jf California- · Programming at the center will be
Los Angeles, minonty activists: ·raciHtated by various clubs and ofprotested the university's refusal fices on campus, she said.
to fonn a Chicano studies departWebb said the more groups who
ment.
want to participate, the better, and
More than 80 students were ar- characterized the center as a "cool
rested when they stonned and focal point of excitement and divandalized the faculty center. versity" where people can come
Damage totaled approximately together and learn about each other.
$50,000.
The diversity center is scheduled
Rodolfo Acuna, professor of to open in the Samuelson Union
ChicanostudiesatCalifomiaState- Building Lair, which currently

serves as a study area.
Webb said she will spend the
summer finalizing plans for the
center.
The original idea for the center
came from Gisella Zuniga, last
year's representative to Student
Facilities.
Zuniga wrote up a detailed plan
which included everything necessary for starting the center.
Webb took on the challenge of
altering Zuniga's plan to incorporate expanded representation of
groups.
Scott Westlund, BOD representative to political affairs, drew up
a ~get of $11,500, which included-money for a part-tim~ coordinator, ·office supplies, progr~pling and travel. It inc•µded
alloca~ms for a library of books,
magazin~ newspapers and vid_eos.
Webb said she felt this was too
much money to spend, considering budget cutbacks. Her idea was
to obtain enough funds to start the
program.
Webb said she feels there will be
more motivation for the Services
and Activities Committee to grant
the funds once the center opens.
The BOD will discuss how to
slim down the proposal and offer
a "wish list" for fall. Webb said at
that time money could come from
the board's supplemental budget.

WRITERS, ARTISTS, PHOTOGRAPHERS!
The Observer needs you. Sign up for Com. 468 and make a difference.
For more information, call or stop by the communication department at 963-1066 or The
Observer newsroom at 963-1073.
The Observer and the communication department are located in Bouillon Hall.

Cain spo_k e with department
chairs such as Gary Frederick of
the atliletic department and Russ
"If you have a fundraiser who's
Schultz of the music department.
spending most of his time behind
The two voiced concerns with
a desk, they aren't a fund-raiser,"
"sacred cows," or contributors
he said.
that donate to certain departments
Cain said he has many ideas for _ and are considered off-limits to
improving fund raising for Cenother departments.
tral, including better publications
Cain told the chairs there needs
targeting various clusters of
to be guidance across campus to
alumni, but he said he will still
eliminate cross-fundraising,
follow an overall theme for the
which happens when merchants
university.
areasked by multipletlepartments
"They should all mesh, be diffor donations.
ferent, but of the same idea or
Bobby Cumming~~an English
theme," he said.
professor, asked Cain how he
• w.ould use diversity to raise-nwre
money for Central.
If you have a fund- ""' » .Cainsaid_diversi_tyisextre~ely
..
._
,
rmportant m the world.
.
~- . , raiser whjt_s . . . . .
"There are many c04)Slfations
spending most of~lti . ._ that. are-·- .· in!.erest~d rt in
time behind a desk · -~~lticult~rahsm~ .he ~ru~.eBv:
.'
~..orone wms from it (d1vers1fy):'

From IMPROVE/Page 2

th~y

aren't a
fundraiser.
.
-John Cain

Cain would also like to see improved utilization of the public
access station, Channel 2, by
running a listing of available jobs
on campus, he said.
Another area Cain said he would
like to see improved is recognizing members of Central' s campus
who volunteer and offer services
within the Ellensburg community, but are rarely recognized by
the university.
Cain said he would create a
quarterly town hall meeting to
allow President Ivory V. Nelson
and community members to share
ideas and concerns.

"eainsaidhewouldtaketim~g

~t and get to ~ow facu]fy,
s{aff, administrators and students
it he is offered the position.
Then he would ask faculty to
make a wish list of what they
would do if they had more money
to spend in their departments. he
said.
Cain also said he would use
this information as a blueprint
for fund raising.
The next candidate, Margaret
Marik, is on campus today and
tomorrow. Marik is currently the
assistant vice president for development and planning at
Elizabeth City State University
in North Carolina.
There will be university forums
today at 2:30p.m. and tomorrow
at 8:30 a.m., both in SUB 204/
205.
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The Observer is a laboratory newspaper produced in conjunction with the
school's communication department. The opinions here do not necessarily
reflect those of the university. Unsigned editorials and cartoons represent the
opinions of a majority of The Observer editorial board.

OBSERVANCE

Insensitive trustees slap
students by remodeling
When the Board of Trustees approved the allocation of $240,000 to
remodel and repair the president's home and adjoining reception
center, they could not have appeared more insensitive.
Since Nelson's arrival, the talk across campus has been of nothing but
budget cuts and lack of funds. So it is not surprising that money,
especiallyaquarterofamilliondollars,seemsextravagantandexcessive.
The board should have understood that talk of purchasing a $3,000
chandelier would be viewed as a slap in the face by a university who
-has been told repeatedly to tighten its belt and prepare to do without
The trustees showed a determined lack of sensitivity when they failed
to consider the reaction of the university to the costs of remodeling.
Realistically some of the renovations are needed The reception area
is an embarrassment to the university and not reflective of the quality
of the institution.
1
Central should jump at the opportunity to provide a home and
reception area which reflects positively on the university and its
occupants. Currently, the house is the home of President Nelson and his
family, but the renovations will continue to benefit Central long after
he is gone.
The remodeling is only a symptom of the problem. The problem is the
exclusion and apparent disregard of the university's primary constituents-the students. And at the heart of the.issue lies the message the
board's decision sent to Central.
The decision said, "Hey you kids with all the money, we don't care
as much about your needs as we care about improving our image."
And it said, "Hey faculty and staff, we value a chandelier more than
your ability to serve Central in your current position."
Logically this is not true, and the money for the renovations can't be
used to hire more faculty or sustain failing programs. But emotionally,
expenditures, no matter the source of funding, are untimely and
demonstrative of a general lack of concern on the part of the board.
It is the appearance of unethical motives that outraged students. And
it is the board's lack of consideration and consultation regarding the use
of student's 11 percent contribution to the capital fund which stimulated the protest
It is likely there will never be a good time to upgrade the president's
home. But regardless of the occupant or the current state budget, some
revisions are needed.
Students should continue to protest the board's willingness to spend
their money without consultation. And Nelson, in light of student
concerns, should consider asking the board to scale down the remodeling proposal by eliminating extras; similar to what he asks deans and
department chairs to do everyday.
The debate over remodeling all reverts back to image and perception.
While the trustees chose to invest in the president's home, hoping to
create· an atmosphere where both Central and the Nelsons' could be
proud hosts, they also created the perception of a privileged administrator immune to cuts and restraints facing Central.
·
Are these renovations needed?
Undoubtedly.
Are they insensitive?
You bet!
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LETTERS
Precepts are
misconcieved
by idealists
To the Editor:
While visitng your campus the
other day I had the pleasure of
reading the Thursday, May 13 copy
of The Observer.
Under Letters, "Claims of ownership destructive," I found something that stuck in my aging craw.
Disagree if you will that certain
rights are reserved by Native
Americans.
Yet this premise is partly our legal
footing, that prior right based on.
occupancy.
Resulting from days of discussion
and some argue intimidation for
the treaty of theconfederated tribes
and banks of the Yakima, quite a
number of independent treaties
were promulagated
These treaties gained recognition
of the United States as a new sovereign in the area, indeed the
dominant one, and the official
cession ·or "gifting" of huge tracts
of land to the United States from
the natives.
Indeed the Supreme court has rec-

ognized this granting of land and
rights to the Americans by the established sovereigns of the New
World
To assume either that "Indigenous
people own" North ·America, or
that on the other hand we are all
one and that Spaceship Earth is
inhabited by a single happy family, ... both of these precepts are
misassumptions of alienated and/
or naive idealists.
While both views are doubtless
taught by the astute faculty of your
esteemed university, a more realistic view can probably be found in
an independent cornersomehwere,
perhaps the geography or history
department.

I had it in the car with a lot of
my toys, so they knew it belonged to a kid.
I didn't believe that all college
students steal. Only some.
I will miss my tape recorder.
Matthew Bennett
Eight years old
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Greg Cleveland

Child suffers
at the hand
of student
To the Editor:
I am very mad. And my
feelings are hurt.
Tonight in the college library
parking lot someone stole my
tape recorder and favorite tape.

Situation in Croatia tires from political games
by Boris Desancic
This bloody chil war started about two
years ago as a big political game between
republics in the former Yugoslavia.
Slovenia was the first one to secede and
gain its independence. It was released without major problems (Slovenia is ethnically
clean-almost 100 percent of the population
are Slovenians).
Croatia followed, but there was a lot of bad
blood between Serbs and Croats living in this
republic.The tensions dated back to World
War II and Croatian genocide over Serbs
(Croatians, on the German side, operated
concenll1\tion camps).
If the independept country of Croatia was
formed, Serbs living there would have been
recognized only as second rank citizens.
The Republic of Serbia backed those Serbs
who were born and were life long inhabitants
of Croatia.
The majority of people living along the
Serbo-Croatian border are Serbs. These
people formed their own independent terri-

tory inside the country of Croatia, while
telling the Croatian government they did not
want to secede from Yugoslavia.
The Croatian government, of course, did
not like this. So they attacked the Serbs. The
Serbs asked for and received help from the
Republic of Serbia and its Federal Anny.
This is how the civil war within Croatia
started.
During the first year, the war was between
Serbs and the Croatian government Even at
this time everybody was afraid it would
spread to other republics.
The worst case scenario wowd have been if
it spread to the Reputilic of Bosnia, because
of its ethnic diversity. Unfortunately, this is
exactly what happened.
This is where I would like to say something
· about the misconceptions in the media about
this war.
First, the war in Bosnia is the war between
Bosnians with different ethnic backgrounds.
These people were aJ.l born or lived in Bosnia
but their ethnic backgrounds are either
Croatian, Muslim or Serbian.
Second, everyone blames the Republic of

Serbia for the war in Bosnia. But why? The
people fighting in Bosnia are Bosnian Croats,
Muslims,andSerbs. TheRepublicofSerbia
does not have its army in there.
Yes, it is true Serbia used to help Bosnian
Serbs in arms, food, and medical supplies.
But it is also true that every single warring
side in this conflict also received this kind of
help from other countries.
Third, the world is getting only half of the
truth from Bosnia. Atrocitie~amps, ethnic cleansing, rapes-are committed by all
the warring sides.
Fourth, and the most important, the world
accuses the·Republic of Serbia, and no one
else, for the c~vil war in the former Yugoslavia
Economic sanctions are imposed only
against Serbia. Everyone talks about military interventions in Serbia. But why only
Serbia?
Something should be done to try and stop
the civil war, but why not be fair about it?
Sending war planes and bombing Serbian
positi.ons in Bosnia would just exacerbate
the entire situation and cause the Bosnian

Serbs to retaliate and prolong the war.
Those planes would be bombing people
who have nothing else to lose. They have
already lost their families and homes.
I was just back in Yugoslavia, and the
people are sick and tired of the war.
Not all Serbs are bad people, as it is perceived around here. I want this war to end as
much as anyone else.
But the world has to be fair when dealing
with this situation, and not take sides. People
in Serbia are as tired of this war as everyone
else.
They are helping Bosnian citizens as much
as anyone. Everyone else has an interest in
this war, including the United States. It suited
them to blame Serbia for all the problems.
But everyone is to blame!
The thing that the rest of the world has to
realize is that people-average citizensare being hurt the most, not.the governments
and certainly not the mercenaries fighting
down in Bosnia.
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OP..ED
BOD members respond to renovation approval
·~·-

Kristen Wetzel, ASCWU
President

Leslie Webb, ASCWU
Rep. fol'.' Student Facilities

"With the legislators and other ·
"It is fascinating to me that this
traffic going through the house it is - could even be proposed when there
important the house is kept up and is such a budget crisis.
presentable."
I think that student money should
bespentonmoreimportantthings".

Chair:
Mrs. Susan Gould

Mr. David A. Pitts

Kittitas Co. Prosecuting
Attorney
Rm. 213, Kittitas Co.
Courthouse
Ellensburg, WA 98926
(509)962-7520

19225-92nd West
Edmonds. WA 98020
(509)248-3628
Mrs. Gwen Chaplin

Planned Parenthood of
Central Washington
208 N. 3rd Avenue
Yakima, WA 98902
(206)776-8632

Kris Henry, ASCWU
President-elect

"I feel that the allocation of the
money was too quick and it wasn't
examined close enough.
The proposal came at a bad time
with the budget cuts and all.
I plan on talking to Nelson personally.
The BOT made the decisions in
the situation but Ivory has a big
influence on the final decision for
the whole thing.
When cuts are being made like
they are, it is clearly bad timing
for the funds to be allocated at this
time.
The money that is being used
could go towards helping more
people and funding other projects
besides just Neison's home."

..

-

Shawn Christie, ASCWU
Vice-President of Clubs and
Organizations
"I think it is great that students

Scott Westlund, ASCWU
Rep. For Political Affairs

are standing up. People need to
stand up and and be counted
I think that they (BOT, Nelson)
are spending an on-godly amount
on renovations.
It's ridiculous to expect the state
to pay for it. .
Air-conditioning for $93,000 is
more than most houses in the Kittitas area.
There are some things that need
to be done (ie., roof) but the other
luxuries are ridiculous (ie., chandelier, redwood deck).
We give him a house, should we
have to furnish it too?"

make sacrifices to meet the cuts in
the State budget and I think CWU

"All state agencies are having to
should contribute its 'sacrifices'
along with the rest of the state.
I believe that starts with President Nelson and the BOT.
There are a lot of things within
this budget that are extravagant
(ie., redwood deck, hardwood
floors, expensive chandeliers) that
just don't need to be there.
The roof and other minor repairs
should be taken care of, but a lot
of the renovations are extravagant."

Dr.R.Y.Woodhouse

Seattle Urban ~gue
105-14th Avenue
Seattle, WA 98122
(206)461-3792

Mr. Ron Dotzauer
Northwest Strategies
111 Queen Anne Avenue N.
Suite 500
Seattle, WA 981 O'J
(206)282-1990

Mr. Wilfred Woods

Wenatchee World
PO Box 1511
Wenatchee, WA 98807
(509)663-5161 or
1-800-572-4433

Mr. Frank R. Sanchez

2810 4th Avenue W.
Seattle, WA 98119
(206)283-5066
'
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The HORSESHOE Tavern and
After Midnight on KQBE 103
FM are sponsoring a food drive
to benefit the F.I.S.H. food bank.
Here's how it works.
1. Starting today you can donate

canned food items to benefit the
F.I.S.H. prganization at the
HORSESHOE Tavern.
2. For every can of food you donate,
you get a raffle ticket.
3 .. On June 4th, the Friday before
finals, After-Midnight's Eric Sawyer will be at the HORSESHOE
Tavern to raffle off over 100 free
CD's.
If you need more details tune into AfterMidnight on KQBE 103 FM every Friday &
Saturday night from Mid- 2AM

.

rsday, May 27
e in the SUB Courtyard
9:00 a.m. -3:00 p.m.

T MERCHANDISE
IEVABLE PRICES!
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Trustees allocate capital funds for renovations
provements) needed to be done,"
Gould said.
"Last year they had started. We
accommodate handicapped stu- decided to continue this year. We
dents, cement work, minor modi- did a more thorough job, but it had
fications of buildings, new carpets to be done," she added.
in academic buildings, repairs of
James Brooks, a fonner Central
broken elevators and roof im- presidentandgeographyprofessor,
provements. Corona said another said he was invited to look through
the house after fonner Central
example is bike paths.
"Our goal is to use as much of the President Don Garrity moved out
"I thought at that time it looked
fund as we can," Corona said.
Gould said the remodeling job is excellent," Brooks said.
Truslee R.Y. (Roz) Woodhouse
necessary and that there are no
alternative choices available.
_ of Seattle, who was chairwoman
"It's important to remember that of the board when Nelson was
the president's house belongs to hired, refused to comment on the
the university,justas the library or pro]X>sed remodeling project.
McConnell Hall belong to the uniTrustee Ron Dotzauer, who made
versity," Gould said. "It's neces- the motion to authorize the upsary to approve funding to main- grading projects, said he cut about
10 percent from the estimate to
tain and remodel all university
buildings, and the projects recom- keep in line with cuts proposed for
mended for the president's house other Central building upgrades.
and reception center are long over"We discussed razing the strucdue. The board felt it was impor- ture since it needs so much work,
but it's unrealistic and too expentant to proceed at this time.
"We considered what the issue sjve to start from scratch," he said.
would be if we tore down the resi- "We have earmarked emergent
dence. We decided it (the im- ca ital funds for the ro ·ect which

From DECISION/Page 1

can only be used for remodeling,
not for new construction. In order
to build a new structure, we would
need a line-item legislative appropriation, and in these difficult economic times, that's not something
we feel is politically JX>ssible.
"As trustees, we take our stewardship of state funds very seriously. We considered a number of
altemati ves and concluded that the
remodel is the best solution and
that it's needed now. Deferring
until later will only drive the cost
higher."
The house, occupied by Nelson,
his wife, Patricia, and their daughter, Kim, a Central student, was
built in 1947. The original house
included 2,392 square feet and
cost $46,800 to build, according to
Manuel Babayan, Central facilities
management senior architect
Babayan said the residence was
enlarged in 1968 with an upper
story and a public reception center
wasaddedatatotalcostof$95,000.
Between 1991and1993,$97,326
was spent refurbishing the kitchen
in the reception area and remodeling the residence kitchen, master
bedroom, and replacing bathroom
and family room carpets.

Katy Anderson/The Observer

At the march, Danielle Novlks,19, said the University needs
to get priorities straight and decide what's Important.
Babayan said he has been workIncluded in the proposed work
ing closely with Mrs. Nelson on list are $30,000 for upgrades to
the decor. He said she wants to the reception center, $34,100 to
carry out an "Ethan Allen" theme, replace the building's cedar-shake
which is more Early American than roof, $11,000 for air conditioning
the home's present contemporary for the reception center, and
motif.
$82,000 for air conditioning for
the residence.
Other items included a $1,000
painting, a $3,000 chandelier,
$18,231 for removing carpet and
installing hard wood floors and a
$1,449 for a portable bar.
Mark Hall, budget director, said
the value of the house was estimated at $316,000 in 1992.

Ellensburg
Music Shoppe

Attend

RIGOSCPA
Review
Ellensburg

915-6941

Carryout Service and Free Delivery
Available at the above Locations

Hours:

Corner 8th & Anderson

r-- - -

Our Early-Bird 42 class program
is offered in Seattle, Tacoma,
Bellevue and Portland begmning
May 29 through June 3.

--r-----.,
Sun -Thurs 11am - 1am
Fri & Sat 11am - 2am

I:
I
I
I • LU~CH FOR 2 . I • DEEPDISH • 1
1:
I
$679 I
113
~I ----------------- I
DEEP DISH PIZZA
I
1 MEDIUM 2-TOPPING PIZZA I
I + 2 CANS OF COKE9
I;
I
OR DIET COKE9
I 71
Ir
I
I
TRY DOMINO'S DEEP DISH PIZZA WITH
2-TOPl'IHGS FOR OHLY $8.99.
PC.US A FREE 2 QT. PACKAGE

Exp· 7/~193

Erp

m

100% LIVE
Instruction for the
PROFESSIONAL November 1993
EDUCATION
CPA Exam
PROC.PAMS. LID
CALLFORFREEBROC'HURE
230 Skinner Bldg/1326 Fdlh Ave
Seattle, WA 'l8101-2614
Seattlc/13ellrrac ... ............. (206) 624-0716
Portland ............................ (503) 283-7224
Boston .............................. (617) 666-4366
New York ........................ (212) 563-0677
Dallas/Ft Worth ............... (817) 273-22'l0
Hong Kong ............... ... (852) 770-7801
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~ SUGAR SWEETEHEO ~

PARKING LOT
SAMPLE CLOTHING SALE
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Fantastic Bargains
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TWO DAYS ONLY!
Friday & Saturday
June 4th & 5th
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Campus comes alive after dark
by Lori Leitner
Staff reporter
What happens at Central when
the sun goes down?
Believe it or not, the Central
campus by night is alive with activity.
·
Tucked away in buildings all over
campus, students meet to attend
classes, study, share interests and
common ideas.
More than 16 campus clubs meet
on weeknights and offer students
opportunities for personal growth,
interaction and plain, old fun.
SALT Company, affiliated with
the church Christian and Missionary Alliance, meets on Thursdays
at7:30p.m.in the Samuelson Union
Building South Cafeteria.
"We try to encourage students in
their faith and help them hang on to
their bearings while in college,"
said Drake Travis, SALT Company director.
A typical SALT meeting includes
singing, laughing, eating and_messages concerning students., such as
how to keep commitments and how
to persevere in life.

Another religious organization,
Campus Crusade for Christ, meets
Wednesday nights at 7 p.m. in the
SUB, Rm. 103.
The organization tries to expose
people to the opportunity to know ·
Jesus Christ, said Marc Walker,
one of five student leaders helping
direct the group.
"A lot of people don't kn_ow who
Christ is," Walker said.
Their meetings follow the same
basic format as the SALT meetings.
Some of the topics discussed are
how to apply God's love and loving one's neighbors.
Walker said Campus Crusade for
Christ mostly revolves around
Scripttrre, which is what the Bible
says.
Non-religious groups on campus
include self-help organizations,
such as Alcoholics Anonymous and
Narcotics Anonymous and clubs
that work to help the community,
such as Circle K. ~
Logan Aimone, president of Circle
K, said some of the service projects
included the Yakima River Clean
Up, a clothing drive and doing
projects with younger children,

such as yumpkin carving and sled- finite math class final.
ding.
"My finite teacher said if you got
The organization has stopped a certain score on your test and you
meeting for this school year, but came t9 the dining hall to help
will continue to meet next year.
finite students who came in, you
"We hope to have a larger group could get out of the final," Allen
to work with in the fall," Aimone said.
said.
Students often study at the library
He added that the organization so they have access to resources.
lends itself towards education maFor example, Ryan Haskell and
jors, since those people need ex- Bryan Gayles said they study at the
perience working with children.
library so they can use the circulaMany students spend their eve- tion area and computers.
nings studying at the library or the
Night classes, such as Advanced
dining hall.
Poetry Writing, are another activReasons for studying at the dining ity to keep students busy on camhall ranged from getting paid for it pus after dark.
to getting out of finals.
Advanced Poetry Writing meets
"I'm getting paid for it (studyjng on Monday nights at 6 p.m., but
at the dining hall)," said stude{lt some students are bothered that
Andrea Dean.
these classes meet at night.
Dean is the assistant line super"It's too hot to be here, and the
visor at the dining hall.
sunsets are too pretty," said Tani
The dining hall needed someone Arness.
to supervise students who study
"At night, the attention level.
there, so Dean signed up.
drops," said Aaron Baker.
She said she earns about $20 to
"Everyone's weird traits come
stay at the dining hall from· 7:30 · out."
p.m to midnight.
However, student Chad Cook said
By studying at the dining hall, attending the class keeps him sober
Scott Allen is able to forego his and away from the bars.

Hall programs
occupy students
by Joy Kingman
Staff reporter
·students who live on campus have a vast range of
night-time activities available to them through the
planned programs of Residence Living and the
Residence Hall Staff.
"Each Living Group Advisor is required to do four
programs per quarter, two of which should be
educational, community service and/or cultural,"
said Sharon Parker, program coordinator for Residence Living.
She said most LGA's do more than the required
programming and there were "2,162 programs
during the 1991/92 school year and 44,444 people
attended these programs."
Programs range from video nights to guest speakers
or campus-wide events. Parker said the job of
Residence Living is to help coordinate programs
that are "too involved for hall staff to do themselves."
There are numerous social programs Residence
Living supports.
The largest program this past year was country/
western dance lessons. In winter quarter, Residence Living sponsored a campus-wide four- week
session of dance lessons.
"A dance club was brought in from Yakima to
teach students and faculty," said Parker.
There were approximately 200 participants each
week.
More recently, campus wide programs included
Al-Monty Carlo Night and the "Fashion Without
Boundaries" Fashion Show.
Al-Monty Carlo Night brought Monte Carlo style
gambling to Barto Hall Lounge and had about 60
participants.
LGA's became models for a night in the fashion
show.

See HALLS/Page 8

Marla Brose/The Observer

Mumbleyak's lead voca;1st and rhythm guitarist, Jason Suko, performed with
the band In the SUB courtyard last Friday. Along with other music groups on
campus, Mumbleyak perfects their songs during evening rehearsals.

Students find fun and games at Nicholson
By Denise Skaggs
Staff reporter
Nicholson Pavilion buzzes with
activity on most weeknights.
A variety of activities are offered
at the pavilion for all Central students.
The weight room, open until 10
p.m. Monday through Friday, and
midnight on Friday nights, attracts
many students.

There are free weights available for
serious or not so serious lifters, and
there is also an impressive array of
Nautilus equipment for toning.
Four exercise bikes are also available for a strong cardio-vascular
workout.
Intramural sports such as volleyball are available.
The east end of the pavilion is
open .for basketball games, and
spontaneous games of basketball
or volleyball are put together

whenever a spare court becomes
available.
The upstairs gymnasium is available for racquetball games.
Ken Martin, a Biology major, utilizes the gym at least three times a
week.
"It's free. it's close, and it has all
the equipment I need to stay in
shape," Martin said.
"I usually go by myself, but there's
always someone to lift with. The
atmosphere is really open and

anyone is welcome to join in any of
the games going on."
Students can even be found in the
dance studio for Beginning Ballroom Dancing polishing up their
Foxtrot, Waltz and Swing.
Ac ti vi ties at the Nicholson Pavilion offer a great opportunity to try
your hand at a new sport, improve
your cardiovascular health, meet
some new people and it doesn't
cost a cent.
Who could ask for more?
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New music releases hail from across the globe
By Kristy Ojala
Music columnist

•Suede, Suede
Suede, the newest darlings of the
fickle British music press, don't do
anything Supertramp and David
Bowie didn't already think of back
in the '70s.
They aren't completely without
justification, though; if you can get
beyond singer Brett Anderson's
tendency to whine, you'll appreciate the twisted lyrical interpretations and added string instruments.
Suede is obsessive in its themes
of animals, tragedy and sexual experimentation.
The slower the song, the better:
"She's Not Dead," "Pantomime
Horse," "Breakdown." Not recommended for homophobics.
•Radiohead, Pablo Honey

Radiohead's "Creep" has increasingly been the most requested
song on radio and video countdowns, becoming the next "Smells
Like Teen Spirit"' anthem for slack-

ers and outcasts on shores of both
England and America.
Who can deny a chorus like:
"You're so very (well, a different
bonus word is used here on the CD)
special/I wish I was special/but I'm
a creep ...what the hell am I doing
here? I don't belong here?"
However, frontman Thom
Yorke's voice never sounds quite
the same as it does on "Creep."
He could do fill-in vocals for U2
or The Alarm-or even old Tom
Petty, as on "Vegetable"-should
the need ever arise.
Lead guitarist Jon Greenwood
controls his strings and channels
his sound into a plucky, acoustic
likelihood of Echo & The
Bunnymen, especially on ''Thinking About You."
Comparisons aside, Radiohead
is not the one-hit wonder it may
appear to be.
Tongue-in-cheek on "Anyone
Can Play Guitar," they sneer "I
wanna be Jim Morrison," but prove
they can sound original and still
hop on the trolley of popular music

#

#

RESUMES
COVER LETTERS
PAPERS
LASERPRINTS
Quality, Experience&.. Service!!
• Any resume created by us is kept on file for 2 year.s .
• Future changes on
are Ve/)' inexpensive.
• 1 master for copying, 1 final on high quality paper.
• 1,000s ·of fonts and dip art to choose from.
• 1 day tum around & don't wait in a Jong line.
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They speak to the masses without losing their essence or message,
which is to get off our cellulite
•Midnight Oil, Earth and Sun cushions and change things so the
next generation won't have to sufand Moon
The members of Midnight Oil · fer.
are still as politically correct as
•Brad, Shame
everon their new albuin, with leader
Let's all do this new band a favor
Peter Garrett recently finishing his
term as a senator representing the and stop calling it "Ya know, Stone
Nuclear Disarmament Party in Gossard from Pearl Jam's side
project."
Australia.
For one thing, it wasn't even his
While songs offpast records have
been chart-toppers, it was usually idea; he just dropped by for a jam
fortheirpoppiness, not their politi- session one day and never left. ·
Essentially, that's what this alcal commentary; sadly, most
Americans, including myself, know bum is-an 11-track jam session
for die-hard musicians.
little about.Aussie politics.
Second, Gossard seems like a
Still, on 'Earth and Sun and
Moon,' the Oils don't let the sorry pretty low-key individual, and all
state of affairs drag their songs these trite descriptions linking him
to the band are as unwanted as
down.
They're almost happy, as op- being recognized as an actor from
posed to the anger prevalent in "Different Strokes."
The album is yet another blend
Garrett'spastvocals.Nearlyall the
tracks are catchy, uplifting and in- of funk, rock and jazz, topped by
telligent, especially "Drums of Shawn Smith's vocals laden with
Heaven," "Tell Me the Truth'' and the residue of gravelly '70s rock
and even a little soul, apparent in
the title cut.
Midnight Oil started out playing the mellow opener, "Buttercup."
The rhythm section is also shruply
for Aboriginal tribes, and haS made
the transformation to performing defined, and between the two stands
on MTV's "Unplugged" series Gossard in the background, where
he wants to be, with his Peavey
(next Thursday at 10 p.m.).
without knocking the suckeroff the
tracks.

guitar and his high tops pointed
outward.
•Sky Cries Mary, A Return to
the Inner Experience
This eight-piece spiritual dance
group from Seattle is a perfect exa'!1~~- of the sense of community
among bands on the Northwest
playing circuit.
Connected with Sage, Imij and
the Posies (Ken Stringfellow and
Jon Auer penned the track "When
the Fear Stops"), SCM minded their
manners and thanked them all,
along with local media, on the new
release's liner.
The group is a tribal alliance that
infuses its songs with mysticism
and a deep-rooted relationship with
natural elements, pain, beauty and
humanity.
Anisa Romero's voice sounds
like a snakecharmer's, at times
equally creepy and enchanting.
Various males in the band occasionally join her, forming solid
chants that bely the power beneath
the solemnity.
. It'd be better to see the SCM
ensemble live; recorded, their sound
tends to blend into one indescernible
beat, especially on the instrumental tracks.

'Grease' auditions announced
for fall quarter musical
by Shay McGraw
Staff reporter

Auditions for fall quarter's rendition of the musical comedy
"Grease" will be held Tuesday,
Sept 21from6:30to 11 p.m. on the
McConnell Auditorium stage.
All auditioners are expected to
prepare 16 bars each of two contrasting 1950 pop music tunes,
preferably an up-tempo rock num-

ber and a ballad.
No parts have been precast and
auditions are open to all students.
Those students who have not previously taken any acting classes
from the play's director, Professor
Brenda Hubbard, are expected to
prepare a one-minute comic monologue.
''The music and comic monologue
are all expected to be memorized,"
Hubbard said.
Callbacks will be held Wednes-

day, Sept. 22 from 6:30 to 11 p.m.,
and rehearsals will begin Thursday, Sept. 23.
"Men should let their hair grow
long enough to wear it in a pompadour or ducktail," Hubbard said.
Eleven performance dates are
tentatively scheduled for November.
For further information. contact
Brenda Hubbard at 963-1660 or
check the callboard in McConnell
Auditorium.

Hall staff
plan for
nightlife
From HALLS/Page 7

SALE 2 FOR $14

20°/o OFF ALL

25o/o OFF

MIXED BLUES ®TANK TOPS _
Reg. 7.99 & 8.99. Mix and match cotton
ribbed or cotton/LYCRA® spandex tanks.
Choose from assorted colors. Juniors'
sizes S -L.

YOUNG MEN'S LEVI'S ®JEANS
Relaxed-fit SSO™cottom denim jeans
with 5-pocket styling. Assorted finishes.

FABRIC HANDBAGS
Just in time for summer -- casual
handbags that travel easy. Assorted
styles and fabrications, including handy
tote bags.

25-33%0FF

~

JUNIORS' & MISSES' SWIMWEAR
From shapely tank suits that follow every
curve to styles that conceal figure flaws,
our selection includes the suit that's just
right for you.

Percent off represents savings on regular prices.

SAVE20%0N
ALL ADULTS' NIKE ®ATHLETIC FOOTWEAR
The right shoe makes all the difference in
performance and comfort. Choose from
men's and women's crosstraining,
running, tennis, court and street styles.
Sale prices effective through Monday, May 31.

e 1993, JCPemt¥ Ccmpany, Inc.

Regular prices appearing in this ad are offering prices only. Sales
may or may not have been made at regular prices.
s.le pricoa on roglAar-priced merchandise otlectiw through S..rday, ~,,. 5, unless
otlerwiM notllld. Percentages otl reprM«lt Mvlnge on regul• priOM. Al NIH •~de
JCPenney Smart Valuo ltoma.

"Now" prices represent sayings off regular prices.

original price

20.00
12.99

Already reduced to

less 30% if you buy 3
or more items

-3.90
final price

9.09

20%0FFALL
MISSES' CABIN CREEK®
Tops Shorts and Pants.

Sale 11.99
MAUl&SONS
Swimsuits and shorts for young men.
Reg.$18

RED TAG SALE
30°k OFF
All Clearance Merchandise.

JCPenne

Parker said, "Some of the more
unique programs were an out-oftown trip to theater sports, and a
guest illusionist/mentalist."
She said the illusionist, Craig
Kargas, entertained and amazed an
audienceof375 members with card
tricks and memory games.
Beyond entertainment, Residence
Living has tried to tackle current
social issues.
Colonel Margarethe Cammermeyer, dismissed from the military
because she was a lesbian, addressed the issue of "Gays in the
Military" at a residence hall gathering earlier this year.
Parker said other issues addressed
by Residence Living programs have
included "sexual awareness and
alcohol and other drug peer intervention."
Most programs are free to participants, or they have a small fee.
Parker said there is "a lot of programs for everyone as well as individual hall programs."
Next time you think there is
nothing to do on campus, look
again.
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Thursday
May27

•CPT's Intermediate Assessment, Hebeler
Hall, Rm. 203, 3 p.m. and 5 p.m.
•Jazz Night, John F. Moawad, director, Hertz
Recital Hall, 8 p.m.

Friday
May28

•Open Gym, Nicholson Pavilion, 5 p.m.-midnight.

Sunday
May30
Monday
May31
Wednesday
June2
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WEEK

•Student Council for Exceptional Children
meeting, Black Hall, Rm. 210, noon
•Alpha Phi Omega Service Fraternity meeting,
SUB 207, 7 p.m.

•Poetry reading featuring Phil Garrison, Mark
Halperin and Joe Powel~ Grupe Center,
7:30p.m.

•Catholic Campus Ministry, Sunday Mass, 7 p.m.,
Grupe Center.

•The Socratic Club, Four Winds Bookstore, 4th
and Pine, 3 p.m.

•Essay assessment test, Bouillon Hall,
Rm. 108, 3 p.m. and 4 p.m.

•Alcoholics Anonymous, noon, SUB 213.

•Memorial Day Holiday -- No classes
Campus offices closed

•Introspection '93,"Stress Management," Deacon
Meier, SUB Lair, 5:30-7 p.m.

•Chimpanzee and Human Communication
Institute open to the public, 11 a.m.-1 p.m.

_-Campus Crusade for Christ, SUB 103, 7 p.m.
•CPT' s Intermediate Assessment, Hebeler Hall,
Rm. 203, 3 p.m. and 5 p.m.

Thursday
June3

Associated Students of Central Washington University

WHAT WouLo You Do
FOR

LOLLAPALOOZA

Sto > Bv SUB 106 or Call 963-1693

TICKETS?
fg l ··'

=~

ASC
.............

· N O"\V Hiring!

0

Legislative Lias~n for the
1993-94 School Year
Duties Range Frolll:
•Attending and testifying at committee-meetings
• Tracking legislation
• ·Research and writing
•Attending legislative functions
. • Meeting with elected officials
Looking for students who have good communication and .analytical skills, research and writing
skills and some knowledge, interest and/ or political experience.
, The Legislative Liason position will run through,=· out the duration of the 1993-94 school year.

r-------------------,
AND

DRESSES
· .· ·,

WITH THIS COUPON
ONLY

Call Scott W. Westlund at 963-1693 or stop by the
BOD office in SUB 106 for more information.
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SPORTS
Nation~ls 'b ring few highlights for. . . .' Cats
by Jason Goldner

Sports editor
The Central men placed.34th and

the .!{omen were shut out to end
the track and field season at the
'&AJA National Championships,
1&r·week in Matsqui, British Columbia. _
_
,~n Thursday, the Wildcats' Russ
""· capjrs began the three-day event
bf'placing fifth in the de.~athlon.
~apps, jun.for. finished -first in .,,,
!~shot-put :with···a throw of 45 ---- _.,. _
J~t: 7, inches; seeonffi in the long
jump with_a leap of 21-11; and
""third in the high jump ~he cleared
~::3 1/2. He also placed'lOth in lhe
open javelin with a hurl of 172 .
Sophomore Eric Tollefson plaeed
10th in the 10,000-meterdash with
a personal-best time of 31 minutes, 42.51 seconds. He also broke
his career-besttime in the lOK run
by finishing more than 20 seconds
faster than his former mark of
32.03.08.
In preliminary races, Central senior Brian Meyer placed third in
his heat of the 400 with a time of ·
48.89. Senior Art Ballard also advanced by tallying a time of 11.00
in the men's 100.
The men's 400-relay team also
qualified for the semifinals because of scarce entries in the event~
After the first day of nationals,
WaylandBaptist's(fexa8)Rodney
Wallace led the men's decathlon
with 3,738 points and Pacific Senior Brian Meyer (left} and sophomore Jay Spears both received All-American honors at nationals along with Junior
Lutheran's D.J. Seydel placed Chad Klassen and sophomore D.J. Livingston In the men's 1,600 meter relay. Central placed sixth with a time of 3:15.37.
4:40.60; 13. Capps 5:41.60. Final standings: 1.
second with 3,699 points. Capps a time of 10.75.
with 44 and Wisconsin-Parkside event after leaping 36-10 lf]..
Mealey6,959points; 2. Wallace6,674; 3.Meadows
was fifth with 3,461 points, needFreshman Veronica Persons fin- with 31.
The men's team scored a total of 6,505;
13. Capps 5,769.
.
ing 3,176 to break the school record ished in a two-way tie for 12th place
Central's men's team finished the five points to finish 34th.
MEN'S TEAM SCORES-Western Oregon State
49, Azusa Pacific 44, W1&consin Parl<side 31,
of 6,636 set by Ron Olson in 1990. in the women's high jump by clear- day in 36th place with two points. THURSDAY
Pacific Lutheran 27, Lubbock Christian (TX) 16,
CENTRAL PLACERS
On Friday, Capps placed first in ing 5-3.
Simon Fraser's 62 points led the WINNERS,
Central Slate (OH} 15, Hillsdale 14, Point Nazarene
DECATHLON - 100 meters: 1. Rodney
the discus with a throw of 133-9, · Central's 1,600 relay team of women's teams with Central State Wallace, Wayland Baptist (TX), 11.13 (832 (CA) 14, Prarie V'tew A&M (TX) 13, High Point (NC}
11, 36. Central Washington 2.
points); 12. Russ Capps, Central, 11 .93 (665).
but failed to clear the pole vault Meyer, Chad Klassen, Jay Spears of Ohio trailing with 46.
WOMEN'S TEAM SCORES
Long jump: 1. D.J . Seydel, Pacific Lutheran,
height of 11-9. The blank on the and DJ. Livingston advanced to
Saturday, Central closed the na- 21-11112 (741}; 2. Russ Capps, 21-11 (739}. Simon Fraser 62, Central State (OH} 46, Wisconpole vault dropped Capps to 13th finals by winning its heat in a time tionals with a sixth-place finish for Shatp.rt: 1. Capps45-7{722}. High jump: 1. sin-Parl<side 37, Wayland Baptist 30, Doane {NE}
24, Southern New Orleans (LA) 20, Azusa Pacific
Seydel 6-8 1/4; 3. Capps 6-3 1/2 (731) . 400
place in the decathlon with 5,769 of3:16.32.The Wildcats' 400-relay the men's 1,600 relay team.
16, Rio Grande (OH) 14, Western Oregon State
meters: 1. Wallace 49.37; 12. Capps 54.86.
total points. ,
The squad earned All~American Total points: 1. Wallace 3,738; 2. Seydel 14.
team was disqualified in the finals
3,699; 3. DeShawn Meadows, Hillsdale (Ml}
SATURDAY
Vaughan Mealey of Azusa Pa- when two different judges ruled a honors by finishing with its second- 3,500;
4. Vaughan Mealey. Azusa Pacific (CA)
WINNERS, CENTRAL PLACERS
Women'• Triple Jump-1. Christine Gray, Prarie
cific (Calif.) moved up from fourth baton handoff from Klassen to best time this season at 3:15.57. 3,544; 5. Capps 3,461.
FRIDAY
View (TX) 42-5 1/4 (meet record); 11. Lisa
place on Friday to take over first in Livingston occurred out of the legal The top six teams made the All- WINNERS,
CENTRAL PLACERS
Ostrander, Central, 36-10 112.
DECATHLON - 110 hurdles: 1. Vaughan
the decathlon with a total score of zone.
America list.
Men'• Discus - 1. Elliott Osburn, Southern OrMealey14.77; 6. RussCapps16.22. D~a:
egon State, 169-8; 31. Russ CaJ)ps, 126-0.
6,959.
The top three men's teams after the
Wildcats' Senior Lisa Ostrander, 1.
Capps133-9. Polevault: 1.Mealey; Capps
Men's1,6~meter relay-1 . Prarie View3:06.24;
Also on Friday, Ballard competed first two days were Western Oregon who holds the triple jump mark for no height. Javelin:· 1. Meadows 164-6; 3. 6. Central W~hington (Chad Klassen, Jay Spears,
in the 100 and placed seventh with State with 49 points, Azusa Pacific Central women, placed 11th in the Capps 161-4. 1,500 meters: 1. Wallace O.J . Livingston, Brian Meyer) 3:15.37 .

a

Athletic program cuts planned for 1994-~_5
_,.,,,--by Jason Goldaer

Sports··editor , The final days.of the track seasontirought an important decision
from Central's Vice President of
Student Affairs Greg Trujillo and
Athletic Director Gary Frederick
concerning the athletic budget cuts.
Friday, the Student Affairs and
the athletic department decided to
put plans to cut the athletic program on hold until the 1994-95
school year.
The two departments had been
meeting for the last few weeks to
discus the possibility of eliminating at least one athletic progrartt:t>r
decreasing budgets for each of
Central's 18 teams.
Frederick_ said the decision to
freeze any~ ideas until the ~econd
year of the biennium (1994-9-5)
came about on account of a lack of
time.
- ''This would not be the t;me to
burden student athletes with bud-

get cuts ~r eliminations th~ l~te in · · fees, local BOOsters, and sporting
Through advertising and contri- coaches because tlu:e.e-of the assisthe school year," FrederiCk said.
events is decreasing, causing -butions from local businesses, the tants--Greg Olson; Charles Chan"It' s one thing if athletes are ~o~ - Frederick to examine other options program provides food, transpor- dler ~d Bruce Walk~h- have
peting just ~c~u~ w~ have the until the recession shaws up.
talion and some money to the ath- ""ftJJf:..time jobs asidefrom coaching
program, but if it is a vital part of
In a discussion with the athletic letic program. So far, Frederick football. If one· of th~µ;~jobs were
their college life and we eliminate it, faculty, Frooerick.sai_4 the coaches said, the program looks practical, terminated, it would mean dropping
we wanHhem to have time to explore .do not wish for program cuts. but it will take time to further afull-time position in addition to an
otheropportunities,"Fredericksaid. However, he added almost all the develop the cash flow.
assistant-coaching job, he said.
He also said discussions about staff would rather see one or more
"I expect to be putting money
As for the sports targeted for elimidropping a sports program or de- programs dropped, rather than into the program for the first two nation, football, men's basketball,
creasing salaries will continue weakening every program to some years," he said. "Until the pro- baseball,trackandalleightwomen's
throughnextyearanddecisionsmay degree by decreasing each sport's gram matures, there won't be sports appear to be in the safety
be finalized as soon as winter.
budget.
much growth."
zone. Wrestlingandswirnmingboth
"Time will allow us to go back and
"To decrease budgets to levels
Frederick said he hopes to re- produced All-American athletes this
look at recommendations for im- lower than they are already would ceive more contributions from season.
proving the athletic budget 4!!1d de- make all programs mediocre," Central's Athletic Alumni.
Tennis, cross country, soccer and
cidewhichprocesswillworkbest," Frederick said.
"We have not tapped into our golfappearasthemostlikelytargets'
Frederick said.
Frederick said the department is Athletic Alumni because 'phone- at this point, but removing these
Frederick, now in his 12th year as doing all it can tp generate funding
..thons' and mailings cost time programs would leave less than
athletic director, has added {firee elsewhere. The Sport's Sponsor- and money," Frederick said. $1000 for.~ch surviving sport.
sports to_the ~thle~ic pr~gram over ship Program began one year;ago "Rightnowittakesmoneytomake
;.' Frederick said a ,..decision about
the last six y~ars, mcludmg ttle de- this month, but so far has not pro- money."
athletic department cuts are becomb~t of sof~allthisy~. Th~~h.ool's .duced ttie annual $250,000 promA memorandum issued by the in.i urgent. He· ~aid he hopes
18-team list now tops ttie hst at ised last year. -1be program was president suggested dropping- at {uridraising will iffiprove after any
Washington State University, an arranged by Central's Director of leastoneassistant-~6achingposi- decisions are (if(hlized. ,...
NCAA Division I school~which is Athletic Develgpment Bruce tion on the football team. .....~undraising will not be~~uicktwice as large as Cemral.
Walkerincoopemtfon with theB~ Frederick said it would be more · "' fix, butl believe it w~~ hsppen over
l~Gome generated through stude~j_, Agency ip Ellens.burg. _
~ide~tofocusoncu~g part-time :A.{ltriog¢.~ time." .'
· -
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'Cats set and Central honors player in annual tourney
tie 18 lllarks by Tracie Brantley
Photo editor
during 1993
Central held the annual Rick
Collodi Memorial Seven-a-Side
Soccer Tournament outside
Tomlinson Stadium last weekend.
The contest originated in 1981 as
a fundraiser for the Central men's
soccer program and was renamed
in memory of Collodi in 1989.
Collodi, a Wildcat goalkeeper,
diedinacar accident while returning from a soccer game in Chelan
in 1988.
"It is a nice memorial to Rick, as
well as a great fundraiser for the
men's ~program," said Greg
Sambrano, tournament organizer.
This year, 14 teams competed in
the tournament, including teams
from Tacoma, Seattle and Ellensburg, as well as teams of current
and former Central players.
SC Kalamazoo, a team from
Tacoma, won the soccer tourney.
Sambrano said the event usually
attracts between 14 and 16 teams.
"The fact thatweusefieldhockey
goals instead of regulation size
soccer goals is what makes this
such a unique event," Sambrano
said. ••1t makes it more exciting as
Tracie BrantleyfThe Observer
it is harder to score with smaller Harold Hudson {with the ball), a Wiidcat. alumni , competed
goals."
Dobson's
tournament.
..._
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _with
_ _the
__
_ _ _ Soccer
_ _ _Plus
_ _team
_ _ In
_the
__
_ _ _ _ ___.

by Vince Richardson
Staff reporter

Now that Central's baseball season is complete, it is time to crunch
some numbers. In the final analysis, the Wildcats set and tied 18
records during the 1993 season.
First baseman Doug Ashmore set
a single-season record for fielding
percentage. The junior did not
commit a single error in 123
chances, shattering the previous
mark of 73 chances without an error set by Tim Slavin in 1982.
Shortstop Jim Richards set a
single- game mark for double plays,
participating in five twin-killings
against Whitman in the twilight
game played on May 5th.
Outfielder Tom Milligan tied the
single-game record for most hits
recording five against Albertson.
Third baseman Bubba Townsend
and Richards found themselves
with bounties on their heads. They
tied the single-game record by being hit by a pitch twice in one game.
Both players sustained hits twice
this season.
Catcher Jim Boora tied the school
single-game record for gunning homers in an inning.
down three runners and allowing
As a team, Central re-wrote the
three passed balls.
record book. The battery (pitcherBen Lindholm set a new single- catcher) set new records for most
season mark for hit batters with 12. passed balls during a season, inHe also owns the career record for creasing the old mark from 16 to
beanings with 21, as well aS 23 ·24. They are also responsible for a
new season high forhitbatters,45.
wild pitches.
Six wild pitches in a singl~ game The old record of 39 was set in
has put Rich Newell in the record 1988.
Pitcher Dave Wensveen was sebook. along with Bryan Townley.
who tied the record for most con- lected as the team· s Most Valuable
secutive losses with five. Townley Player. Theseniorfrom Kennewick
joins Brent Stevens, who set the finished the season with a 6-1
record, one save and a 4.29 ERA.
mark in the 1980-'81 seasons.
Charlie Worley, Derek Knight and
Zehnder, a senior, received the
J effZehnder each hit <lingers in the Most Inspirational Award as well
opening inning of Central's de- as co-Team Captain with senior
struction of Whitman, which ties Loren Sandhop. Richards received
the j!fOUD with six others for most the Steve Orrell award.

Full Color
Instant Copies.
Your papers, projects and presentations
become dazzling with 4-color Cannon copies
from the folks who make you look great on paper.
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CLASSIFIEDS
GUARANTEED $400 - Two student
clubs needed for fall project. Your
group is GUARANTEED at least $400.
Must call BEFORE END OF TERM!
1-800-93?-0528, Ext. 99
DON'T KNOW what to do with your no
longer useful furniture and furnishings
when you leave Ellensburg on June
12th? Why not dc;mate them to the
Afterschool Safe Place garage sale?
For pickup call 925-9312 or deliver to
801 East Manitoba.
STUDY SPANISH any quarter in
Morelia, Mexico. CWU and Centro
Mexicano Internacional offer language
and culture classes. The cost is
approximately $2,200 per quarter for
tuition, housing, meals, and excursions.
Applications available now for summer
and fall. Call Nomi Pearce at 963-3612.
H~BLA USTED ESPANOL? Puede
estudiar en Chile a la Universidad
Austral (Valdivia). Par favor, llamada a
la oficina de Programas
lnternacionales: 963-3612. Pronto!
SCUBA LESSONS and Supplies. Sign
up now. Contact John Moser, Jr: 9251272.
CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING - Earn
up to $2,000+/month +world travel
(Hawaii, Mexico, the Caribbean, etc.)
Holiday, Summer and Career employment available.
No experience
necessary.
For employment
program
call 1 (206) 634-0468 ext. C6093

1

IHOUSESITTER: Mature lady, UESL
summer instructor, experienced house/
harm sitter. Available 7/16-9/10. 2
!week minimum. Call (206) 774-3471.

..DR: MYRON LINDER I
' DR. SANDY LINDER
962-2570
Linder Chiropractic Center

PACK YOUR bags and books and take
oH! It's time to study abroad! Visit the
office of International Programs,
Naneum Building TODAY! Where in
the world do you want to go?

1011 N. Alder... next to cam us

WANT A PROFESSIONAL LOOK for
that term paper or resume? I can print

,~r~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~yo~IBMdocumen~wHh~serqu~i~.
1

1

-

~~,~-~~- HAVE Y 0 U EVER

J.1

. ::-_3

I
1

1

\~ WRITTEN FOR A
/

?
NEWS PA PE.R BE FORE •

I

I Maybe )OU got some_experience in high school
I
I
working for your school paper?

We II dOD 't Je( th OSe SkI·11.1.S go t0 W3S t e '•
lillll. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .;.;. . . . . f~~~.:==-Sharpen your pencil and come \'vrite
for the a\vard winning staff at. ..

For more info. call Openshaw Enterprises. Software consulting and
printing at 925· 7965

~~~~:i~~~~~fa~~g~~~=

Asia University offer a new short-term
program for students with am: language
level. Program available Fall and
Springquarters. ApplyforFallnowl
Office of International Programs,
Naneum Building. 963-3612.
ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENTfisheries. Earn up to $600+/Week in

:~~:.ri~~= t~:~~~~~:i~~~h ~~~~h~ng
Board! Over 8,000 openings. No
experience necessary. Male or
Female. For employment program call
1-206-545-4155 ext. A6093

~Observer

STUDY IN ATHENS, GREECE. A
quarterly program, open Fall and
Spring Quarters, offers Greek language
for beginners. Other courses could
(509) 925-1234
3rd & Main
For more information contact Prof. Neal at 963-1066.
include history, political science, Greek
.ill•••liiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiil••••iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ literature and art history. Applications
•
· for Fall available now! Office of
International Programs, Naneum
Building. 963-3612.

~OUTDOOR
413 N. Main

STORE

~

962-3587

lll) FORT MAC l VISA I

ADELINE'S
RESTAURANT & LOUNGE

Check

'em
Out!

•GRILL HOURS 11AM • 9PM
•DAILY LUNCH SPECIALS
Sleeping Bags:
@
Ultra Light Quallofil II
Medium Weights and
Extreme Cold Weather Bags
$18.95 to $69.95

Just Arrived:
American Camper
Back Packs
From $7.95 to
$79.95

BURGERS• CHICKEN • GRINDERS
SALADS • SANDWICHES • PIZZA
315 N. MAIN • UPSTAIRS •-962-2888

INTERNATIONAL EMPLOYMENTMake money teaching basic conversational English abroad. Japan and
Taiwan. Many provide room & board +
other benefits! Make up to $2,000$4,000+ per month. No previous
training or teaching certificate required.
For employment program call: (206)
632-1146 ext. J6093
KYOTO UNIVERSITY of Foreign
Studies applications will be out soon!
Contact the Office of International
Programs to let Nomi Pearce know you
want to apply!
DOES YOUR SUMMER JOB SUCK?
If so, I am looking for three hard
working students to work in the
Southwestern Program. Average $1880 per month and gain 4-5 college
credits. Call Tye at 962-3187 (24-hour
message ma~hine).

I

From a seed of knowledge
to a small tree
. to a mighty oak.
Thus the Class Tree Walk on the Walnut Mall represents your ·
progress through Central.
Join Fellow Seniors in dedicating your tree on Friday afternoon, June 11th at 5:00 p.m. to celebrate your past accomplishments and your future successes.
The Alumni Walk represents your enduring presence on campus.
Through the years you can return to campus; walk the walk, share ,,
-it with loved ones and remember the day the Class of 1993 presented its tree to Dr. Ivory Nelson.
Donations for the tree and marker are being accepted now in the i ;
Alumni Affairs Office immediately north of Black Hall. Drawings will ·.
be held for Central Memorabilia. Funds in excess of cost of tree
and marker will be used for a 1993 Senior Class Scholarship. '
Recommended gift $3 per senior. (Either-mail or bring to tree site.)
Make check payable to:
CWU Alumni Affairs.

JOIN US:

5 P.M.

Mail to: Alumni Affairs,
Central Washington University,
Ellensburg, WA 98926.

June 11, Walnut Mall,
South of Ganges
East of Dean Hall

Gail K. Jones, Director, Alumni Affairs

CIASSOF
1993

Mike and Kathy Jones
Owners of .

tit!~~!'

pizza

place

Have been working too hard!
They say it's time to PARTY!

IN THE PLAZA
716 E 8TH
ELLENSBURG
OPEN WEEKDAYS
11:00 A.M. - 1:00 A.M.
FRIDAY & SATURDAY
11:00 A.M. - 2:00 A.M.

Co:rn~

and party '\Vith them

on Friday, May 28 from
S:OOpm to closing.

It's "Happy Night" at less
th an H appy H our prices
.
'..

WE ACCEPT ANY

CURR ENT COUPONS
FOR ELLENSBURG

925-9855

PIZZA HUT

-OR-

WE HAVE ·FREE DELIVERY

DOMINOS PIZZA
RESTAURANTS

· (with purchase of $5 or more)

·r-----------------r----------------,-----------------,
- : LARGE (16") PIZZA : Combo Special :
COOL
:
:
I

I

I
I
I
I

For
.

MEDIUM PRI

CE

: LARGE (16")
I

$13.00

I reg. $16.95

II
I
I

ME01uM (13"):

$11.00

_________________,._________________
L
NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER OFFER
EXPIRES JUNE 30, 1993

1

I

reg. $13.00 I

NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER OFFER
EXPIRES JUNE 30, 1993

I
I
I
I
.J

Iced Mocha

:

only $1.00
·

I

----------------NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER OFFER
EXPIRES JUNE 30, 1993

I
I
I
I
I
.J

